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FOREWORD

lb© mechanical placer plant of the Ifevada Porphyry 

Gold Mines, Incorporated, was conceived In a search for sobs 

economical method of gaining the gold known to exist in a 

certain gravel deposit. Dredging was precluded by the steep 

pitch of the bedrock. Ry&raulioking was frowned upon as a 

long, expensive flume would be required, besides this method 

is seasonal and require® large quantities of water, which 

is often very dear. Teste showed that the values occurred 

in the '’fines'*! why not screen out the ''fines" dry, for 

treatment and reject the coarse? Roughly, that is the prin

ciple of this plant. In practice the ramifications of the 

various units required induce problems taxing the ability 

of an engineer far ©ore than did the original problem,

This thesis is primarily an essay on the design, 

construction and operation of the mechanical placer plant 

of the Hevoda Porphyry Gold Mines, Incorporated. However, 

in order to be comprehensive It goes outside of these fields 

and also gives briefly a description of the country in which 

the plant is located; tells of the presence or leek of arti

fic ia l and natural resources, as power and water; describes 

and evaluates the orebody to be sained; and gives various 

costs and expected returns. Orthodox equipment and methods 

are passed over quickly and stress laid on the unusual 

throughout. With very few exceptions the entire plant was 

assembled with no other equipment than that already owned 

by the mining company. Datura!ly this necessitated some
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freakish riggings m& methods, but considering the isolated 

location th«y actually effected a large cash saving.

for the sake of clarity the design and erection of 
each unit of this plant is treated separately, although the 

construction work often progressed simultaneously.

,̂ oat of the machinery used in this plant was built 

on contrast by the Mutual S&gi&eering Company of Gouth San* 

francisco, California. Certain speciflestions written In 

this contract and special mechanical features are discussed, 

but the actual designing end fabricating done in San Fran 

cisco are not mentioned, hereafter in this paper.

In order to appreciate properly the construction 

problems and cost®, the relation between the lode mlm and 

this construction work must be mentioned. The Sphinx Glory 

Hole, as can be seen by plate ?, lies about fifty  feet east 

of the plant site. This Glory Hole was worked during the 

construction period and the blasting* constlsss as many as 

four in s day, caused constdurable annoyance and delay. Each 

blast meant the covering of certain castings, and the removal 

of instruments, such as welding gauges, to places of safety* 

However* the Glory Hole was directly responsible for much. 

of the revenue used to construct this plant,

The regular mine compressed air lines were tapped 

and used for drilling, riveting* and painting. This air was 

available only between 9 A* *£* and $;30 P. M. as the black

smith was allowed the air before 9 A. II. for steel sharpen

ing, and the miners after ZtZO T. II. opened the air valves
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to clear the underground workings of hi eating fuaes, so re

ducing the pressure that air tools could not be used at the 

plant sit©• Break-downs in the mill ana mine plants also 

plsyed their part in disturbing the organisation, as this 

latter equipment was kept in repair by the same s*©n that con
structed the placer plant.

Owing to the water shortage of the au ;mr o f 1914, 

an early completion of the plant was not deeded imperative, 

this wade many Indulgences possible, as utilising seedier 

picked crews over longer periods, testing and changing of 
certain equipment, and in general, nor© tine to cogitate.

With the lone exception of a shovel runner, the plant 

was erected by artisans who were in the regular employment 
of the company and had been for months prior to the starting 

of this project.
This essay does not delve into alternate solutions.

It describes the problems as they arose, and the solution 

adopted. Were this company to erect a similar plant to work 

a similar deposit there no doubt would be innumerable im

provements, but for the present that is Irrelevant.

Acknowledgment is hereby made of useful information 

obtained from V *  3. G* 3. Bulletin 7SC-I, ’’The Sound fountain 

District Bev&da" by K. 0. Ferguson, fro© '’Placer lining In 

Nevada* by Alfred Merritt Smith, £• M*« and f®. 0. V&n&er- 

burg, Associate Mining .Engineer, and from various reports 

and data furnished by I . 3* {Jordon, President and General 

Manager of Nevada lorphyry Gold Mines, Incorporated.



HISTORY
LOCATION

fhe principal properties of the Nevada Porphyry 

Gold i&tms, Incorporated* consisting of SCO odd acres of 

patented lode mining elates and 2,600 scree of placer cl&tea, 

are located in the Houn& Mountain lining District, Nye County, 

Nevada, about 45 miles north of Tonopah, the nearest available 

railroad point. The district is reached daily, except Sun

days, by automobile stage fro® Tonopah by way of Manhattan, 

a distance of sixty, rough miles. Thrice weekly another auto 

stage ashes round trips to Austin, TO miles by road north 

of Hound Mountain. The camp is also connected fey telephone 

and telegraph with Tonopah on the south and Austin on the 

north.

The Bound Mountain Mining District is situated on 

the western flank of the Toqulma Hangs, which slopes gently 

towards the waste-filled. Big Smoky Valley, Smoky Valley 

varies between eight and ten miles in width, runs e little  

east of true north, and is bounded on the east fey the To- 

qultsa Bangs m& on the west fey the Toyafee Range, Here and, 

there prominent h ills, of which Hound Mountain is the most 

conspicuous, rise boldly through the valley -fill near its 

margin* The summit of Round Mountain is about 700 feet above 

the level of the valley at its base; a northern spur, known 

as 3tebbins Hill, is about 100 feet lower. The town of Hound 

Mountain occupies a flat on the north-east side of the peak. 
The elevation of this townelte above sea level is 6,280 feet. 

RBgCflmCSS
.Electric power is furnished by the Nevada California
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power Company over high tension lines from their hydroelec
tric plants near Bishop, California.

Nevada Porphyry Sold Mines, Incorporated., owns 

water rights and dam sites in Jefferson and Jett Canyons. 

Jefferson Canyon is in the Toquisa Range east of Hound Moun

tain, while Jett Carbon Is in the Toyabe E&nge directly across 

the valley frost the mining district. The combined flow is 

about 800 miner’ s inches or 16 mu ft. per second, although 

it may be considerably less during certain summer periods, 

the Jett water is brought to the property by a pipe line 

45,336 feet long, varying in diameter from 30 inches at the 

intake to 15 inches. This pipe line and the water rights 

cost 3178,967.87. Jefferson water Is brought from Jeffer

son and Shoshone Creeks through a pipe line 20,160 feet long 

of various diameters ranging from 15 to 12 inches.

Hound Mountain itse lf is nearly bare of vegetation, 

but the higher h ills to the sect ore sparsely timbered with 

coders, Junipers and pinon pines, Willows and cottonwoods 

line the lower courses of the crocks. The temperature ranges 

fro® sero in the winter to 90 degrees Fahrenheit during the 

summer. There Is only a slight snowfall at the mine and 

occasional showers during the summer. The prevailing wind 

is from the south.

DISCOVERY
The ore deposits of Hound Mountain were discovered 

In February, 1906. Credit for the discovery of placer pos

sib ilities of the district Is due to Thomas F, Wilson, (Dry 

Wash Wilson) who came to the camp during the first year of
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which has now hear, oxidised, and actual solution or the free 

gold of the primary vein® probably took place only on a very 

snail aoale, i f  at a ll,

She detrltal desert wash of Big Smoky Valley laps 

against the spurs of the range. The boundary between roob 

and valley f i l l  is Irregular and there is no evidence of any 

recent faulting on the east side of the valley. On the west 

side, however, the bold front of the Toy&b© Range is olearly 

formed by & large fault of comparatively recent date.

m esa piffOBiT

oaohocnr
the placer deposits of Round Mountain are of the 

residual type, none of the gold having traveled over several 

hundred feet, the placer gravel is composed of coarse, angular 

rhyolitic wash without definite bedding. Out in the valley, 

however, the rhyolitic talus is covered by roughly strati

fied material containing an admixture of granite pebbles, 

and boulders of unaorted sim-e. this material carries far 

less gold than the angular, unstrstified rhyolitic materiel 

beneath it. the angular material, particularly near bed
rock, is, la pieces, cemented by a limy deposit Into a hard 

conglomerate. Large angular boulders ere present, being lees 

coraaon on bedrock than a few feet higher. Nearly all the 

lower, unstretifled material consists of rhyolite, mixed with 

pieces of tuffaceous sandstone similar to that found on top 

of Round Mountole. The proportion of this material in the 

placers seems to be in excess of the present relative volu. es
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©f the two rocks and Indicates that formerly the toff had a 

greater extent above the Intrusive. The goXd la angular and 

coarse and about equally represented by two types, that 

which occurs in quarts veins, ana that of the limonite f is 

sures. The placer gold averages about vm fine, being alloyed 

with sliver. This purity, only slightly higher than that 

of the lodes, Is due perhaps to a larger percentage of sec

ondary gold or a slight solution of a portion of the sliver. 

The oxidation of the pyrite and redeposition of the gold 

probably took place during a period of comparatively humid 

climate, for the process was apparently ©ossplete before the 

deposition of the fengloaerate, which constitutes th© upper 

part of the placer ground surrounding the mountain. Indica

tion® of such ©liaate in Pleistocene time are £mm& In the 

presence of lakes In Big Smoky Talley. Increasing aridity 

of climate permitted the formation of th© long flat talus 

slop® carrying the greater part of the placer gold mined 

to-day, and this talus slope in turn, as the h ills  -wore back 

fro© the desert valley, was partly buried under the roughly 

stratified fenglonerate, which form®, in some places, the 

upper part of the placer ground.
The principal placer mining of the district has 

been done on th® south and west slopes of Hound Mountain.

At th® northern end. of thee® workings there 1© a relatively 

rich unworked section known in the records of the company 

as Area Number One. This deposit lies at the foot of Hound 

Mountain and Stebbins K ill, directly in line with a small 

draw dividing the two h ills, and is very likely the result
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of repeated cloudbursts which washed the rock as it disinte

grated, fro® the hills to its present delta-like position, 

only the higher portion of this area has teen hydr&ulieked 

&u the balance xies at an elevation too low for operations 

with the present flume, lessees operating in this vicinity 

Moved some of the gravel by means of teams and scrapers to a 

I flu®# at a higher elevation, and realised a profit on the

operation, Paradoxically, the semi-stratified f  anglonierate 

formation is not extensive in this area, which may be due 

to the protected location of the deposit. The natural drain

age of the valley near Hound Mountain is north-west and 

Area fo. 1, being at the north-west end of the mountain, did 

not receive as much detritus from the loquima H&nge as did 

the placer deposits further south*

At the end of this paper there is a topographical 

map {flat© 7) of Area ko, 1, showing bedrock contours. It 

will be noted part of this deposit lies in a rough shelf, 

or on a relatively flat bedrock, which may have had an im

pounding effect on the rhyolitic wash.

YA1UB

In 1939 the company decided to determine the value 

and tonnage of a certain part of this deposit. The area 

% chosen was divided into squares 300 feet on the side. Im

pending upon the depth of gravel, either a pit or churn drill 

hole was sunk at each corner. The face of a steep bank le ft  

by hydraulic operations was sampled by vertical channel cuts. 

Samples averaging fifty  to sixty pounds were taken for each 

ten feet of hole or cut and fire assayed. By referring 

to Plate Ho. 1, which shows the location, depth and
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value of each hole and out, It will be aeon fr©i» the compu

tations this work prove?: that within the boundaries shown 

there are roughly one million tone of gravel averaging il.OO 

per ton. these figures fire baaed on gold at $U0*t7 an ounce, 

and gravel £0 cubic feet to the ton. At the Ufa© of writing, 

gold Is quoted at S04.8O per ounce, lasts conducted recently 

show that this grovel runs 16* cubic feet in place per ton 

including moisture. Moisture content varies from 4.- to ICf.

These sample holes do not define limits, the de

posit will be worked in all directions until the deirlt&l 

desert wash of Big 3soky Valiev dilutes the ore beyond profi

table operations.

r  '• r - rrans
Having proved a valuable placer deposit, the Nevada 

Porphyry (Sold Clines, Incorporated, during the fa ll of 1992# 

decided to design and erect a mechanical plant for recover
ing the values. Certain saê or feature® of this plant were 

considered indubitable; namely# the gravel had to be elevated, 

as a ll available storage areas are on higher elevations than 

the deposit, any water used had to be circulated as the reg

ular supply is too limited for year around operations, and 

the cemented gravel must be disintegrated in order to release 

the values. For obvious eommcrcisl reasons it was desired to 

work the richest part of the deposit first, a feature partial

ly governing the plant site selection. The management also 

desired to impound the un&ersisse or tailings, in case sampling

10.



should show they carried value® not recoverable by amalgama

tion. In addition there were natural limiting factors due 

mostly to topography, which to an extent controlled the 

selection and location of certain equipment as the oversize 

stacker and. the flume. 

rgQBXiSUa AMD 30IA7TI3M3

Many ingenious schemes were suggested as possible 

solutions of theae problems, Some required drag lines, ex

tensive conveyor belts in the pit, dewatering devices,, and 

bucket conveyor a. Out of the maize it was decided that a 

power shovel, ears, and dry screening were s&oet adaptable 

to the needs. Belt conveyors in the pit would be cumbersome, 

hard to move on rough bedrock, and more conducive to trouble 

when bleating than tracks, nor do they readily allow for the 

use of grizzlies for sorting out extremely large boulders.

Wet screening was not favored as it was considered cheaper 

to break up the cemented gravel dry, values would not be so 

apt to be carried away stuck to the oversize material, and 

in winter, dry rook cannot freeze to the stacking belt.
In order to sake the operation of the pit and trom

mel more independent, a large ore bin was placed between 

these units.
She stacking of oversize could be done either by 

oars or conveyor belts. Owing to topography, this material 

had to be elevated, also it is discharged from the trommel 

at & fairly constant rate, thus this problem lends itself 

to a belt conveyor. Besides cars require more operators and 

attention than belts. The gold-saving device lor treating

11.



fines is discussed. later• Settling ponds ennwered the c ir
culating water and tailings lapour.ding problem*.

Ab oan be seen from plate Ko. 7, the plant itself 

is laid out in a tr shape* the excavating equipment being at 

the top of the right arrs. * biting into the choicest part 

of the gravel bank. A trestle runs along the right era of 
the tr leading to the ore bin. Material ic fed from the ore 

bin to a conveyor belt which rone along the bottom of the 

V to the trommel* The oversize continues directly through 

the trommel to a swinging stacker belt, Undersize follows 

the left arm of the U passing through the gold-saver and flume 

to settling ponds. This arrangement centralizes the units 

about a yard, placing a ll machines within short range of an 

auto truck, a great item when making repairs. It alec lends 

itse lf to good operation as the man on shift are seldom far 

fro® any vital part of the plant.

The first ground for this plant was broken I'sroh 

7th, 1924; the first concrete was poured April 22; the first 

machinery arrived June 1C and the first trial run made 

October 20, however, the construction of buildings ran 

into November. 

ncATAt m  mtnmix?
The excavating equipment consists of a six horse 

power gasoline Star chum drill rig, and a three-quarter yard 

Bay City Electric shovel.
Five inch holes are drilled, without the use of 

casing, to bedrock, 15 feet from the rim of the bank, 18 

feet between holes. These holes are then loaded half a pound

12.



to the cubic yard of gravel, with 6# Canyon Bag Bonder, a 

Giant owder Company product. Usually a hole will hold 

saore than the required charge, so the powder column is Broken 

into four or more sections, of about 50 pounds each, the 

last charge being placed 16 feet below the collar. Three 

or more holes are detonated simultaneously by means of Cor- 

deau Bickford fuse, To date the blasting has been satisfac

tory, however, the present tendency Is to use greater spacing 

of holes with a corresponding increase In the powder charge.

The shovel, a reconditioned machine, was purchased, 

through Garfield * Company of Sen Francisco, from the Boy 

City Shovels, Incorporated, of Bay City, Michigan. This 

machine can swing completely around* 360 degrees; it is 

powered with a 50 horse power constant speed motor, and 

a ll vital ports are protected by sheet iron. As a crane 

it was of great assistance during the construction of the 

plant.

TBAKSFOBTATICH AtiD ORS BIS
The transportation system consists of two gable 

bottom, five-ton oars, tracks, a trestle, and a hundred horse 

power, double drum Lidgerwood type hoist. The oars and the 

hoist were furnished cm contract by the Mutual engineering 

Company. Skips were not favored mainly because later those 

units w ill have to be trammed, then bails and dump wheels 

would be a nuisance. Besides a skip body must be narrower 

than the rails , which would mean a smaller, harder target 

for the shovel operator when loading, or an excessively 

wide gauge track.

13.



Tbe ore bln, though not fart of the transportation 

system, w ill be treated with the trestle as their construction 

was too intervolved for separation. This bln la a flat 

bottomed, square, timber structure as can be seen from plates 

3 and 4. In order to sainialfce the dead or useless space in 

this bln, the ore la draws froa the center of the bottom.

The odd angle, 71 degrees, at which the conveyor leaves the 

bin was necessitated by the trommel site, which had to be 

on bedrock, between f i l l  and the Sphinx Glory Hole.

First the exact location of a ll trestle bent foun

dations, the ore bln foundation and hoist foundation were 

accurately staked with a transit. After completing the neces

sary excavating which was done by th© use of Jack hammers 

and wheelbarrows, the position of forms were marked by strings 

strung from nails set in stakes driven in drill holes. i>ent 

foundation forms of 2 In. x 12 In. plank were made 16 in, 

wide, and 2 feet longer than the s ill dimensions shown on 

plate tio. 2. Two {  In. pipes wore placed crosswise in each 

form, four feet froa the end, so that a t’-bolt or clevis 

car. be Installed should a bent s i l l  ever start to move.

In some oases these forms were moved and with alterations 

reused. The first concrete block at the lower end of the 

trestle la extremely heavy, reinforced with steel bars and 

carries the trestle stringers direct. It is designed to 

keep the entire structure from creeping (see picture Ho. 1).

A six cubic foot gasoline driven concrete mixer was set 

between bent sites Ho* 5 and No. 6, and suitable plaques

14.



laid for stock-piles of sand and gravel. A 1 : Z : 5 six, 

on© part cement, throe parts sand, five parts gravel, was 

used la a ll the®® foundations and, with the exception of 

certain finishing batches, a ll concrete was Rived very wet. 

Forms below the sixer were filled by means of wheelbarrows.

A temporary trestle, whimsically named the «Angel Flight'% 

was built extending from the mixer over the trestle and ore 

bin site® to the hoist foundation site. A fifteen horse power 

electric hoist was set at the end of this flight {see picture 

ID), and 2,500 feet of S/S inch cable wound on the drum.

A cement oar was designed from abandoned skip parts and 

an aerial tram car as shown in picture Ko. 2, this ear 

was arranged to be loaded direct from the mixer, drawn by 

the hoist to positions over the foundation sites, and by 

means of chutes the concrete, upon dumping, was directed to 

a ll parts of the various forms* By this method the ore 

bin foundation, picture Ho. 4, containing 1,21b cubic feet 

of concrete was poured in two eight-hour shifts, this form 

was built ©f 2 in* x 12 la* plank, and heavily braced with 

6 In* x 6 In. timbers. Blmensional detail may be had fro® 

plate Ho, 2. Two men wearing rubber boots tamped and worked 

the concrete constantly during the pouring* the structure 

Is reinforced with f In* square mild steel reinforcing bars 

running lengthwise, crosswise and vertically# Five inches 

below the top of the foundation three of these bars run 

lengthwise of the block, corresponding bars are set four 

feet below. The southwest corner of the bin contains six 

vertical rods, linked by short horizontal rode, at four

16.



foot intervals*

Detail la not given on the hoist foundation block, 
however, it Is a massive block 9 x 13 feet, containing 4Zb 

cubic feet of concrete. The heist building is set on a four 

inch concrete floor, carried, in turn, partially by a dry 

rock wall. Thia wall was later faced with sorter, see 

picture ?(0*io ♦

The trestle is designed to handle a ten-ton car, 
no allowance being Bade for it© double feature, me plate 

So. 2. The tlabor required for the trestle and ore bin was 

figured and ordered. Jfo. 1 Ooa®on Douglas Fir was selected. 

The order amounted to 44,984 board feet costing $1,784*36, 

exclusive of freight. Upon it® arrival it was segregated 

according to cross-section and length, during construction 

the timber distribution lis t  ( sec table no, 2} was adhered 

to rigidly. Some timber was borrowed, the temporary trestle 

was built of 6 x 6 x 18 which later became ties on the main 

trestle. The timber was stacked os level ground outside 

the plant site. There all fraising was dose by means of a 

portable, electric saw and adaes. The first five bents were 

assembled, hauled to the pit and erected. Her# the trestle 

work stopped for a time to permit the trommel to pas® before 

building across the road. Subsequent events proved this 

precaution unnecessary.
All ore bln timber after framing, except the 3 in. x 

IE in. lining and that required for the superstructure, was 

transported via the temporary flight and stacked on the ore 

bin foundation. The improvised, device shown in picture 8

16.



expedited the handling of thee© heavy timbersel 1 niimtins the 

necessity of loading end unloading by man power. The rig 

was run astraddle a tlabor and one end hooked, then the 

other end was over balanced and hooked. After removing 

the temporary trestle from the ore bln foundation, a 85 ft. 

gin pole was erected end rigged with the 8/8 in. cable of 

the aforementioned hoist. By moving and leaning the gin 

pole, member® of the bin were placed and held in position 

while bolt holes were drilled with an electric d rill. Often 

a timber was braced or toenailad to Insure rigidity while 

drilling. After a ll posts, purlin® and caps had been bolted, 

and the 3 in.* IS in. planks spiked In place, & relatively 

Inexperienced crew lined the bin with used 12-pound rails 

placed at 8| in, centers. Three inches of on© end of each 

rail was turned at 90 degrees and the balance spliced out to 

17 feet for the ends and 20 ft. for the sides of the ore 

bin, couplings being made by a I in* round rod hooked in the 

rail web. These rails are hooked over the 8 in. * 12 in. 

plank and hang vertically. They are spiked every fear feet. 

Since the ore near the bin bottom is never removed, the rail® 

do not extend far into this dead area. The bin bottom, over 

the feeder room, Is supported by seven 10- inch I-beams placed 

fan shape on a recess left for this purpose in the concrete. 

These beams carry 4 in. x 12 in. plank which in turn carries 

another set of 4 in, X IB in. plank pieced crosswise of the 

first. Allowing for the floor, this bln has a capacity of 

265 cm. yds,, about 400 ton®, when filled to the 12 ic 18 

stringer®,
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Mo, 10 bent mm framed, end assembled on its site 

and raised by seans of the hoist. fieture @ shows 'So. 3 bent 

going into position. Stringers were extended, to each bent 
before the following bent was erected. In this manner, build

ing from the bin the trestle was connected to the part pre

viously completed. The ore bln superstructure was then 

built. Second-hand, $0-pound rails, obtained from a stand

ard railroad siding at Millers, Kevade, are used on this 

trestle. The surface bend at the lower end was made with the 

aid of the shovel, which forced the rails into position with 

its dipper.

In order to prevent checking which, in this climate, 

is excessive, the timber was painted as soon as possible with 

red Or on lie  Shingle Stain, a product of Standard. Oil Company 

of California. All painting was done with a compressed air 

painter. Although it saved little  i f  any paint, it did ex

pedite the iob saving wage®, and it forced paint deep into 

check® which is not possible with brushes. One gallon of 

paint used la this manner on rough timber covered between 

?S and 100 square feet, depending, mom other things, on 

how strong the wind was blowing. All bolts in the timber 

structure were tightened a month after erection and again 

three months later,
The hoist, the duty ©f which is to move the cars 

from the pit up the inclined trestle at 400 feet per minute, 

la & double d m  friction type* powered with a IOC H. F. 

motor. Cast iron drums#20 in* diameter, 24 in. face, take 

2,208 feet of | in. cable. It has a double reduction of
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cut gearing, the friction is of the V type with maple blocks, 

screw operated. The satire unit is mounted on & wrought 
steel frame, and weighs 16 tons. This unit arrived assem

bled as shown in picture lie, 9. The shovel# although weigh

ing only 27 tons, lifted the hoist from a true* and set it 

down on a ©ribbing built over the lower end of the "Angel 

Flight* which had been ©ov©& to a location clearing the ore 

bin and trestle. The 3/8 in* cable was then rigged by means 

of snatch blocks and after lowering the hoist by use of Jacks 
onto the oar, which had now lost its bucket, the hoist was 

moved up the trestle towards its permanent location. The 

hoist was then moved by means ©f timbers and heavy rollers 

over the foundation prepared for it, and lowered over the 

anchor bolts into position.

At the end of the trestle the cable is supported 

by knuckle rolls cantered at an angle of 22 degrees in order 
to make the cable ride center. Back of the ore bin, picture 

7, two vertical rolls supported by a steel framework bring 

the cables Into a useable fleet angle, 2 degrees, 14 minutes.

The gable bottom cars are made of i  is. steel plate 

braced with angle iron* They have a water level capacity 

of four cubic yard®, or by test, 3.28 bank yards, or 6| tons. 

However, due to partial loading, surveys indicate the average 

oar hoisted contains 2*7 bank yards* Side doors, hung lon~ 

gitudlnally, trip open automatically at a point over the 

ore bin.
The signal ay stem consists of a busier and flasher 

in the hoist room controlled by a push button in the pit*
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Mine signal a are used except for a preliminary signal to 

indicate the oar to which the signal applies, The oars are 

numbered one and two and given the corresponding mine station 

ca ll.

am mm
In order to obtain a steady, controllable feed 

for the trommel, an apron feeder was installed centrally 

located under the ore bln, ore resting directly on the feeder 

plates. These plates are 3 ft. wide and carry a 2 ft, bed 

of material, greater than standard practice but used here 

to minimise hang-ups or Jests caused by large boulders. The 

plates are motivated, by a double reduction of spur gearing, 

belt-driven by a 35 !!.?, 17, S, V&ridrive Motor, an ingenious 

device allowing the driving pulley rate to be varied at will 

between 197 and 590 H, F, M*s. This unit ia purely mechan

ical, a V belt works over a special set of pulleys, the belt 

contact diameters of which are varied inversely simultan

eously by a movement parallel to the axis, closing or open

ing the beveled disk sets that form the pulleys. Owing to 

the large hopper opening, 3 ft ,, the K. ?* M# had to be 

further reduced to obtain a tonnage the trommel could han

dle. This was accomplished by driving the belt directly off 

the 3 in. shaft. The flat, 4-in. belt gives partial insur

ance against breakage of the feeder parts ae it either slips 

or is thrown off the pulleys in ease of Jams, 

i irasgiigpme cokvetoh

For the purpose of gaining elevation and advancing 

the material toward® the overside waste dump site, the seeder
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and trommel are connected with an intendediate conveyor.

The trommel could have been eat nearer the ore bin* however, 

the overoiee stacking conveyor would have been longer by the 

amount the intermediate conveyor was shortened, the tailings 

flume would have been longer with lees grade, and the instal

lation would have been costlier by the excavation involved.

Prior to this installation, the Nevada Porphyry 

&old Mines, Incorporated, bought a ll the structural steel 

as it  stood, in the famous Belmont Mill of Tonepah, Bence 

steel was to be had for the taking and was used in ©any in

stances where it would not have been used were new material 

being purchased. Seven section® of the Belmont conveyor 

structure, leading from the crushing plant to the © ill, were 

removed as units, together with their supporting bents. The 

bents and sections are connected by m&rm of a bent Z/B in. 

plate set perpendicular crosswise of the structure. The 

angle of the plate bend determines the pitch of the structure. 

It was altered cold to f it  a template, a few bent legs were 

shortened, others lengthened and the structure was re&a-
i

sembled and riveted in its new position, supported by timbers. 

Small concrete footing blocks with anchor bolts wore then 

poured under the bent legs, see picture Bo*26. The struc

ture is about 120 feet long, built on a IS.6f  grade. The 

machinery for this conveyor was not included in the contract 

signed with the Mutual Engineering people. tTpoo asking for 

bids, it was found that very litt le  money could be saved 

by departing from the oversise stacking equipment specifica

tion which, i f  adhered to, would lessen the number and types
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of repair parts necessary to stock. Therefore, practically 

identical set-ups are used, 6 in. Ttaken hearing 3-ro ll trough- 

1»S rolls at 4 ft . centers, a 30-in., 8.16 pound, 8-ply 

conveyor belt, 11/16 in. thick reputed to he the heaviest 

®ade, 34 in. diameter tail pulley, and a 30-in. diameter 

lined head pulley, geared direct to a £0 K.2>. gear motor unit 
which drives the belt 320 feet per minute, Material from 

the feeder is loaded onto the conveyor belt by means of a 

short steel plate chute with metal skirt boards. As a safety 

measure a hinged plate is hung 14 in, from the conveyor belt, 

si* feet from the apron feeder; any roek large enough to 

touch this plate swings it opening electric switches which 

shut down the feeder and conveyor* The conveyor discharges 

into a hopper which feeds the trommel. Such a quantity of 

fines were carried by the return belt a wiper had to be 

installed, however, the fines then fe ll on the far side of 

the wiper. Since the wiper position could not be changed, 

a smaller hopper was made and bolted to the main hopper 

such that it  catches these fines and directs them back into 

the main chute.

TBOUMBL
The trommel site was picked, with great care, as 

the settling of its foundation would incur untold expense.

By the process of elimination the problem resolved itself 

Into one feasible site. The machine could not be set too 

close to the Sphinx Glory Hole, plate 7, as this area might 

slough or cave, were it set to the west of the location 

chosen, it would either have to ait on f i l l  or on bedrock
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&i a loss of elevation,

.Excavation for the site, including that for the 

Vibrating Riffle, amounted to 17,400 euMo feet and was done 

almost entirely by 4&®k hammers and wheelbarrows, partly as 

a philanthropic move towards those needin® employment. At 

the time of this work the power shovel had not arrived. Waste 

was thrown over the bank to the west, thus building a yard 

for the plant, The trommel and derriok foundation forms 

were constructed according to the dimensions shown, on plate 

lo. 6. Combined, they entailed excavation amounting to 

3,000 eu. ft . Including the derrick pit which fe ll partially 

in old trenching, and concrete totalling 2,750 eu, ft.

Since this foundation was to be subjected to excessive str

ains and vibration, a mix of one part cement, two parts sand 

and four parts gravel by volume was used on all work except 

the derrick pit retaining wall end floor which was poured 

of s 1 $ I  s 5 mix. Anchor bolts were given a pig tail, 

and a § in. reinforcing rod passed through them tying to

gether a ll parts of the foundation. The actual pouring was 

done by wheelbarrows as shown in picture uo, 11, this port 

of the work requiring two days. The two western derrick 

piers were not poured until after the trommel was instal

led in order not to obstruct the passing of heavy trucks.

The framework supporting the trommel is made of 

six sets of steel bents 8 ft . 11 in, high made of X-braeed, 

12-ln. I-beams which formerly supported the mill bins of 

the Belmont mill. The same foot plates were used with the 

addition of a € In. clip riveted to the I-beam flange.
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Thm® bents were further stiffened by X-bracing of 8 in. 

channel iron act oroaanrise of the structure, and 13 in. 

diagonal I-bMBi at each comer and side centers. See pic

ture Mo• 15. Daring construction a power hacP-eaw was cored 

to the site for cutting steel mothers, 2 in. rivets were used 

throughout this work.

Vh© main trommel shell, is 53/6 in. plate, 6 ft. in 

diameter inaid©, B$ ft . long, divided Into two sections 12 ft. 

long, and a third 4 ft. long necessary ©sly to carry the lower 
riding ring. The first section is blank of perforations, 

and contains nine lifting veins, three sets of three each, 

each vein being slightly over 4 ft. in length and 12-6/6 in. 

in width. This section is lined with 36 high-carbon steel 

bars 1 x 3J In. The veins are made of high carbon steel 

bars ! in. x Z{ In. The first three veins are placed so as 

to create c screw action clearing this end of the trommel 
of material* Tit© second section is perforated with 1 in, 

round holes, 1 in. bridge, covered by an outer l mesh, Ho. 6 
gauge wire screen 0 ft . in diameter, supported fro® the main 

shell. Hiding rings of cast steel with 6 In. faces ride on 

semi-steel carrying rolls 18* in* In diameter, pressed on 

steel axles which ride in oast iron bearings half bushed 

with bronze. End thrust is taken by roller bearing rolls,

14 in. diameter, 3 in. face, set vertically, one on each 

aide of the first riding ring. The trommel is revolved 

10§ times per minute by a semi-steel cast gear with a 7 in. 

face, driven direct by a 40 K. ?« gear motor unit. The 
driving unit and bearings are mounted on a main frame of heavy
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reinforced 14 in. I-be&ias, which, in addition, carries the 

feed and discharge hoppers. This is supported froa the min 

steel structure by metal wedges which are made to control 

th© pitch of the trowel. It was installed with a slope of 

| in. per foot, the trowel, fully assembled. weighs I t )  

tone; the framework carrying the trunnions and drive, 10 
tons.

This trowel had a storn̂ y early history. It was 

constructed in San Francisco during the Longshoremen’ s strike, 
arrived in Mina, Nevada, to he held up by the only cloud

burst of the year. From Tonopah it was taken to Goldfield 

for unloading by the railroad crane, only to find the crane 

out on the road.. However, the frame work finally arrived 

June 15, 1924, arid was rolled onto a cribbing, raised to the 

proper elevation and rolled into position. See picture so. 13.

The trowel proper came in m  a trailer as shown 

in picture So. 14 and was parked along side its foundation. 

Cribbing was placed practically burying the trailer and three 

heavy timbers placed on an incline leading from the trailer 

bed to the steel framework. See picture So. 15, Two f in. 

cables were securely fastened to the steelwork, passed over 

the frame, one under either end of the trommel, over the 

top of the trommel, through blocks set at the proper loca

tions, whence these cables were led toward a common point 

in line with the blocks, and damped together. A double 

block was now fastened to these cables and a similar block 

made secure to the hoist foundation, and the two were rigged 

with the Z/B in. cable of the temporary hoist. In this
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manner the hoist rolled the troarael Into position. As & 

precautionary aestsur® the trommel was followed In its ascent 

by wood bleaks and two .f in. cables passed over the trommel# 

held taut by chain blocks. All ground anchorings for blocks 

were made of 1 in. steel driven in drill holes. Each such 

stake was guyed from a point above the chain or cable it 

held# to the base of a similar sloping stake set behind. 
QYERsizs m e m o  gain pm ore

fbe overslse stacking equipment is comprised es

sentially of a large A-frame derrick supporting an inclined, 

swinging, steel structure 150 feet long which carries a SO in. 

conveyor belt identical with that of the intermediate con
veyor except this belt is driven faster, 259 ft, per nitrate, 

by a similar power unit connected to the head pulley by a 

chain and sprocket drive,

fhe derrick is made of selected, structural Doug

las Fir* rough, 14 sc 14 in., and. consists of an. A-frame set 

vertically over the discharge end of the trommel, further 

supported by two back legs. The four derrick foundations 

are set at the four comers of a 50-foot square# After 

the trommel had been rolled into place, the two western der

rick foundation piers were poured. The timbers, two 80 ft. 

long, two 62 ft* long and one 42 ft . long, totalling 5,224 

bd. ft. valued at $219.44, reported to be the largest ever 

used In mining in Nevada, arrived, tied together, riding 

on two bolsters, one on a truck, the other on a trailer whose 

tongue had been lengthened. The shovel unloaded first the 

truck end, then the trailer. The A-frame was laid out in
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actual relation on the ground, gusset plates and castings 

were set on the titter and holt holes drilled. All iron work 

possible was bolted to the timber before erection, as can 

be seen from picture Wo* 16, these timbers are all pin con

nected by means of side plates to the foundation foot plates. 

t'ho first timber* the southeast member, was set into its foot 

plate and the pin driven through. It was then raised by the 

shovel to a position similar to that shown in picture Ho, 16. 

fhe 3/8 in. cable was now led through a ©natch block fastened 

near the sphinx Glory Hole, necessary guys were attached, 

and the timber raised and anchored in the position shown in 

picture Sfo* 2 0. The southwest member was raised in a similar 

manner except it was taken over center (picture Mo. IV), the 

shovel taking the weight after passing center. After rais

ing and bolting the horizontal A-frame members in place, a 

10 ft . 6 In* x 6 in. gin pole, whose erection proved more 

troublesome than that of the 14 m 14* g, was set and guyed on 

top of the A-frame. By scans of the <5/8 in. cable,this 

gin pole, and snatch blocks, the back legs were raised and 

held in position while being bolted. All bolt holes were 

drilled before raising. It was necessary to back off the 

nuts holding the fourth foot plate If in. before the bolts 

could be fit  at the top of the structure. After fitting the 

anchor bolts were again tightened. She A-frame members measure 

60 ft . ,  1-13/16 in.; the stiff legs, 76 f t . ,  6| in.. These 

timbers were delivered on July 27 and were fully erected on 

August 2 including a day lost, or rather given the members 

ia order that a coat of paint applied on their arrival might
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dry, easily their handling.

reate on a vertical pin or boas which ia hold by & hoar lag 
in a oast iron foot plate* allowing the atao&er to ho swung.
i i i m m  m m

The material passing through the $ mesh screen 
falls Into a hopper discharging onto an 18-in* conveyor belt



which leads to tbe Geld Sever. Parts for this conveyor were 

obtained from the Jefferson m i ,  a few miles distant, and 

from our own scrap pile,

the main gold-saving equipment is a vibrating r iffle  

consisting of a 1/1© in. steel plate trough ©0 ft. long,

SO In. wide, 12 in. deep, set at a pitch of 4 in. in 12 ft .,  

supported by 6 in. wheels every 10 ft, these wheels ride on 

40-lb. rails, bump against a bumper block and settle back 

on the rails which are supported by springs, giving the ma

chine a quivering effect (see picture Ho. 22}, the bumping 

blocks and rails are carried on a series of concrete blocks 

set on the proper grade, the machine is made to vibrate 

by means of two arms fastened, on on either side of the head 

end of the machine. These arms are driven by an eccentric 

having 3/0 In. throw, turning BOO &»?»£• This eccentric 

shaft is driven by seven V belts from a 7| K. ?. gear motor 
unit. The r iffle s  proper consist of 2 in,, 120 degree angle 

iron set crosswise of the body or bor, every three inches,

The angles are set bottom flange flat, the other flange 

leaning downstream. These riffles are made In 42 in. sections. 

Every fifth  angle has a £ in, rubber strip fastened to the 

bottom flange, running fu ll length. This raises the r i f 

fle  off the gold-saver bottom and forms a trap for Quick

silver.

tailings disposal asv ipam

Tailings from the Gold Saver are carried away by 

means of a 1000 foot flume, 20 in. wide inside, 14 in. deep,
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fcuilt on a grafle 4*5/8 in. per 12 ft. or 3.gif. The flume 

la built of 2 in. x 12 In. x 18 ft* plank, with yokes of 

4 is* x 4 in, traced with 1 in, x € in ., yokes being spaced 

at four foot centers. Where necessary, alternate yokes are 

supported by bents of 4 in. x 4 in. posts braced with rough 

1 l».x6 in. pieces, fart of this flume crosses an area 

previously hydraulicked and is supported SC ft. above the 

ground by a system of double bents, one set on top another, 

tied and sway braced to the following bent-like towers (see 

picture Ko. 23}. In addition to the flume, on the north 

side this trestle carries a boxed nine inch return water 

line, the cover of which forms a walkway. This flume, hav

ing a minimum grade, was built to exact lines, curves were 

staked by means of transit surveys and given the proper bank

ing or outside elevation. The 2 x 12*& were tongue and grooved, 

a fatal error as tongue and grooved flumes apparently hardly 

ever become water tight. Baffles of on® inch boards were 

used every eight feet while soaking this flume. Horse man

ure was found to b® of great service in stopping leaks re

taining the water that it might have a chance to soak the 

boards.
To prevent wear and in order to make a further 

recovery, the flume bottom 1® lined its entire distance 

with 8-pound rails. Six foot sections of five parallel rails  

are used on the trestle section. On curves and occasionally 

in other places r iffle s  of cross rails are used, as they 

cannot be washed clean by clear water, and will retain any' 

wary nuggets# Wear the discharge end of the flume some full
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length rails are used* The trestle anil outside of the flume 

only are painted with red shingle stain.

agmiffo nssjEBvoias

The settling dams as ©an he seen fro® the fron

tispiece are arranged seal-circular, divided by a straight 

4am, reae&bllng the spoke of a wheel, these spoil banks, 

containing 3,850 cu* yds*, were built in IS days by ©easts 

of the electric shovel. Picture So. 12 shows the machine at 

work on the dam. Some of the dirt, at the highest parts of 

the embank.Kent had to be moved twice, as the shovel could 

not reach sufficient dirt from certain settings and st ill  

maintain an elevation so a® to reach the top of the dam.

The das® measure 630 ft . total arc length, 280 ft. across, 

point to point, ZtO ft . greatest width* The maximum height 

la about 14 ft . Two dams were built so that the water could 

settle and be drawn from one while the other was being filled. 

I  It In. overflow pipe at the west end protects the® against 

overfilling, After construction the dams were filled with 

m i l l  tailings pulp in order to seal the bottom reducing the 

seepage Ices.

C.lCBt&ATm » AT38 STSTW
The first circulating water system consisted of 

a 12,000 gal. tank, filled by & in* pipe linos from dams 
one and, two. From this tank a 5 In., 5 If. f*. centrifugal 

pump forced the water through a four inch pipe line to a 

28,000 gal, tank above the trommel site. This latter tank 

was connected with an B In, pipe through control valves to 

a header consisting of five 2 In. nippies that discharged
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water Into the head end of the gold-saver. This pu»p, de
livering- i?6 gala* per minute was found entirely too ssmll 
so an S is* single stage, 1,600 gal, per $,1 irate, double 
suction type, 40 IS *! ., direct connected pimp was purchased 
from the Byron Jackson Company on ffoveaber 14, 1934. An 
overhead W  in. pipe line was r m  direct from a head gate 
at the da® to the IE,000 gallon tank, and the two clams were 

connected. A 12 in, suction line was laid from a point 
2 ft* fro© the tank bottom to the pump house reducing to 
8 in. where entering the pump station.

The punp house is fully equipped, with gate valves 

on both suction and discharge lines, a 4 in. and a Z in. drain, 

cme on either side of the pwp, a compound gauge on the suc

tion line, pressure gauge on the discharge line, electric 

heater, and a telephone. The house itself Is built of 4 in.

*  4 in* studding, galvanised iron on the outside, lined on 

the inside with tar paper and 1 in. rough f ir  boards as 

insurance against freezing.

The pump is mounted on wood, however, the wood 

in turn is bolted to a concrete block. This was done in order 

to support the pipe lines on the same sir Infer® that support 

the pump, thus relieving strains on the pump flanges. An 

extensive piece of concrete work was not desired at this 

cold period of the year.
the pressure line consists of IB In. soil-proofed, 

drive-joint pip© extending l.DOO ft. after leaving the pump 

station. It Is then reduced to 9 in. while crossing the 

flume trestle, a distance of 418 ft. This latter pipe was



driest inside & 12 In. box or trough which had previously 

boon intended to hold sawdust insulation for the 4 in. pipe 

line. A galvanised sheet was passed under the joint to he 

driven, a sack soaked in kerosene was placed inside the pipe 

end and set afire. The loose pipe was heated outside the 

box, then set in place and driven with a heavy hawser.

The pipe is reduced to 8 in. after crossing the trestle, 

a valve is Installed in the northwest corner of the r iffle  

house and the pipe continued and connected to the 8 in. 

line leading from the 38,000 gallon tank. This tank- had 

served in a former location, and had been permitted to dry. 
It leaked badly upon filling , finally soaking the ground 

until a blind atop® caved damaging the tank. Then the 8 in. 

tank line was connected direct to the high pressure line.

With a clean runner and open valves, the gauges 

at the pump house show 88 ft* head when no primary water is 

being used and a 91 or 92 ft. head when two or more 2 in. 

primary water valve® are open. The static head on the die- 

charge line Is 52.88 ft ., the suction line has a positive 

head of about 10 ft . ,  the pump being set at this elevation 

so that It could be connected to a lower dan to be built 

In the future, without resetting.

PHX1AHT WAT HI? SgrftY SStflPBEBT
The primary water system consists of an 11 in. 

pipe line, partly drive, partly Dayton coupled, leading from 

the min Jett Canyon line, to the plant sit© as shown on 

plate Wo. 7. Eleven inch pipe from former hydraulic opera

tions was used a® economy, as it saved the purchase price of
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additional pipe. The company could not afford to drain the 

Jett line* ns that might force a shut-down of the lode mine 

and ®U1 * so the pipe connections had to he made under pres

sure, a matter of 5500 pounds per square inch. A saddle with 

a 2 in. pipe sleeve welded to it was fastened with U bolts 

to the fmln Jett line. A nipple and gate valve were screwed 

to the saddle, then a special device consisting of a 2 in. 

pipe containing & 1-15/16 in. d rill, the stem of which pas

sed through a stuffing bo* at the pipe end, was screwed to 

the gate valve. The instrument tapped the Jett line by dril

ling through the open gate valve, then the drill was pulled 

until It cleared the valve, the valve was closed and the 

mechanism removed. In this manner three 2 inch taps were put 

on the main line, a ll connecting to the 11 in. mechanical 

placer line. They are used as control valves* the 11 in. 

line has never and perhaps would not stand a static head of 

800 pounds, nor would it be good practice to leave such a 

pressure on such a line. Should anything break, the pit 

would f i l l  with water incurring great expense and loss. The 

line is reduced to 4 in. before entering the plant site, to 

facilitate the placing of fittings. At first this line sup

plied only the fire plugs and small (10,000 gal.) tank.

This tank was set on a higher elevation than the $8,000 

gal. tank and so arranged that the water would overflow from 

the smaller to the larger tank. Later when the large tank 

was lost, the high pressure line was connected direct to the 

8 in, r if f le  header line, connection being made at the tank
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sites. The small tank supplies service lines about the plant. 

All fire plugs, risers, or any of the water pipes exposed to 

freezing temperatures are provided with drains. Main lines 

are amply supplied with air relief valves,
POWJH :m5TAI&ATIQS3

A high tension* 11,000 volt transmission line 

doubles back from the mine substation to the neohaaical pl

acer substation, as the company found its power rat© would 

be in a lower bracket i f  a ll electric current used were 

measured by one meter. The substation,picture Ho. 24, con

sists of three 100 r. V. a. transformers, 6600-440 volt,

X connected and on© 6 K. V, A. 440-220-110 volt transfor

mer, together with lightning arrester, breaker® and fuses,

A snail building on the site houses three 100 asp,, 440 volt 

fused switches, a main lighting switch and a meter. The 

station is so located that the three 440 lines leaving it 

are, at present, of nearly equal length, the first consisting 

of three strands of 2-0 double braid, rubber covered wire 

pulled through a buried 3 in. pipe, supplies the hoist, the 

second line of similar construction supplies the trommel plant, 

the third a heavy insulated ©able supplies the shovel, with 

the exceptions of the ore bin, trestle and flume lights, a ll 

wiring is either in metallic conduit or la well insulated 

cable, wherever possible line® are buried. The control 

room, lust west of the trommel, contains magnetic line star

ters with push buttons controlling the Apron Feeder, Inter

mediate Conveyor, Trommel, stacker. Riffle Feeder and Riffle 

Vibrator. The circulating water pump mey be stopped from
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this roo&. In addition, this room la equipped with a pilot 

light, two wired copper ©trips for testing fusee and light

ing switches. The apron feeder and intermediate conveyor 

car also be controlled by buttons placed In the feeder room 

under the ore bin.

Westinghoua© furnished most of the electrical equip
ment. The gear motors mentioned are integral units consisting 

of a motor driving an encased gear reduction system working 

in o il. They are particularly adapted for use in dusty lo
cations*

0313*41,

Compressed air lines connecting with the mine sup

ply, lead to the pit, ore bin, trommel, r iffle  building and 

intermediate conveyor motor, and are used for drilling, blow

ing dirt out of machinery, to cool hot bearings, and for air 

tools. The hoist, intermediate conveyor, ore bin, warehouse 

and vibrating r iff le  are housed with buildings constructed 

of 4 in. % 4 in. and 2 in. % 4 i l ^  covered with 24 gauge 

galvanised, corrugated iron. The windows of the riffle  house 

are heavily screened and the doors equipped with heavy locking 

devices. Incidental equipment of the control room includes 

a set of tools, tool looker, report forma, quicksilver bal

ance, panning tub, a stove and telephone. A well-construc

ted, insulated house set northeast of the trommel, equipped 

with a metal covered shelf, stores all the lubricating sup

plies for the plant. An electric hot plate, or rather warm 

plate, Insures soft grease and useable oil at a ll times.
The position of the original mill flume is shown 

on Plate Ho. 7. This flume often frose during th« winter
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overflowing and a® a result, filled the pit, left by scraper 

operations, with as much at fifteen feet of tailings. This 

waste material had to fee moved before the rails could fee 

laid to the gravel bank, so a temporary hopper was built 

half way up the trestle, trips installed and the tailings 

were moved fey means of the regular gravel handling equip

ment In conjunction with a hired, dump truck. gee picture 

So. 25. The material was put over the west bank thus building 

up the plant yard. A new ©ill flume, .1,010 feet long, run

ning south instead of north was built in order to eliminate 

further florae overflow trouble.

The entire construetion of this plant was effected 

with only one accident serious enough for a doctor*® attention. 

A riveting hammer slipped, allowing the chuck to fly, strik

ing the rivet feueker just below the nose.

0PBHATIOH

LABOR

the plant i® operated 24 hours fey means of two 

hoisting shifts and three plant shifts. The hoisting shift 

consists of four men, a shovel runner, a pitman, a oar dumper 

and a hoisting engineer. It is the duty of the pitman to 

signal the hoisting engineer, watch car latches and carry the 

electric shovel cable when the machine is moved. The oar 

dumper works over the ore bin and. it is his duty to see that 

the cars return clean, with latched doors. When necessary, 

the entire crew extend the trasiraing rails. One hoisting 

shift reports at 8 A* &• and works until 4:20 P. M. with a 

half hour o ff at noon; the other shift reports at 8 3?. K.
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and works until 4:30 a* i., the following morning, The crews 

change shifts bi-monthly, day shift taking long change.

A plant shift consists of a trotar-cl operator and 

a r im ®  operator. The trowel operator watches the apron 

feeder* conveyors and trommel, tends to all lubrication and 

minor repairs of these units, in addition to watching con

stantly for clogged chutes or screens caused by damp gravel 

or large rooks. The riffle  operator watches the r iffle  feeder, 

vibrating r if f le  and tailings flume. It is hi a duty to see 

that these unit* function properly and that the gold-saver 

is worked to fu ll capacity. Troamel operators change shifts 

bi-monthly, day shift taking long change.

The head r iff le  operator works only day shift, 8 A, u, 

to 4 x, lit He feeds a ll quicksilver, conducts the olean-upo 

on the 15th and last day of each month and advises the other 

shifts as to best practice. The afternoon shift, 4 r. t. 

to 12 r. and night shift, 1Z ?* U, to 4 A. &** change 

shifts bi-monthly, afternoon shift taking long change.

The churn d rill operator works only day shift, 

there being only one shift.
When necessary, a common laborer is hired to supple

ment drilling operations with coyote holes, to distribute 

tailings in the settling ponds or to perform any of the mul

titudinous tasks contingent to the undertaking. Repair 

work is done by the regular mine repair crew, the sisse of 

which varies greatly according to the work to be done.

&  m m

Shovel Operator. . . . .  §5.50 per day
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.scale of mass, cqf.
Hoist&an............................... .00 per day

Riffle Operator............... $8*00 per day

Trommel Operator. . . . .  $8,00 per day

Pitman. *4,00 per dey

Car 7Amper. . . . . . . .  54.CO per day

Driller 14.50 per day

Common Labor. . . . . . .  IS-.80 per day

sxmcumBc gKcorcresRhP Ann ru*?? althutio ŝ

AS previously stated, the pit left by former oper

ations had become filled  with tailings, dry on top but gutabo- 

liko below. These tailing® had so dampened the adjoining 

gravel bank that the material was very difficult to handle,

It ’’hung up"* in the ears and ore bln and clogged the trowel 

mesh screens. For a while these screen® were cleaned by 

means of a compressed air letj finally, on November 1©, they 

were removed entirely. An opening 9 In. * IS In. was made 

In the front of the hopper over the apron feeder. By means 

of a compressed air blow-pipe, the ore in the bin w&b under

mined, causing it to cave and feed. A man, the car dumper, 

had to be hired to solve the car problem.
The second purlin from th© bottom of the ore bin 

soon showed excessive deflection, 4 in* in ZZ ft. bo the 

bin was reinforced by means of four 12 in. I-beams set hori- 

sontally, flange to the bin, one foot above the second purlin. 

The beams were connected at the corners by double plates 

bolted, one on either aide of the beam web®.
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ihe cross aria on the stacking conveyor bridle was 
round to be too close to the belt, as it interfered with the 

passage of largo rocks. Links of steel 1 in. x 6 in. x 2 ft .,

G in* were ordered which, when installed, gave staple clearance 

at this point.

this stacking convenor belt was found tc aove too 

fast. Hound boulders, upon loading, would roll and eventually 

leave the belt instead of riding out to the end. This wus 

remedied by substituting a nine tooth drive sprocket for a 

thirteen tooth sprocket with which the gear motor unit was 

equipped, cutting the belt rate froas 251 to 179 feet per 

minute.

Up to the present ties the gold-saver has proven 

to be the ”bottle-neckw of the plant* X» an effort to increase 

its capacity, G in. x 6 in. timbers were placed lengthwise 

inside the vibrating r iffle , narrowing the width of the 

stream. This helped, however, on the following clean-up day, 

these timbers were removed and, by inserting blocks of proper 

depth, the grad® of the gold-saver was increased fro® 4 in. 

per 12 ft . to 6 in. per 12 ft. This apparently balances the 

capacities of the vibrating r iff le  and flume. The bumper 

blocks of the gold-saver began to show movement, a difficulty 

which was overcome by bolting 8 in. channel iron lengthwise 

to the blocks, tying a ll blocks together. Kext, gravel 

showed a tendency to pack in the bottom of the vibrating r i f 

f le , a difficulty solved by raising the riffles two inches 

off the bottom by means of 2 in. x 4 in. wood strips. Also 

alternate r if f le  sections were turned upside down which helps
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keep the gravel loose. A« e. saver of free gold, this machine 

has done very well. During one clean-up, 97$ of the amalgam 

was taken fro® the first forty feet of the sixty foot machine.

Certain 1 in. perforations in the trommel shell were 

too close to the sides of the undersize hopper. Material 

spilled here constantly so these holes were covered or blin
ded with light steel plate. 

stn^AKY
The plant was designed to treat 1,200 yards of bank 

gravel every 24 hours, or & yard a minute, on the basis of 

20 operating hours per day, the gravel being 80$ minus i 

mesh. To date no opportunity has been had to prove or dis

prove these figures as the only available parts of the gravel 

bank vary from 80* to 90?' minus I mesh, a rather unique 

feature as the bulk of the deposit consists of a much higher 

percentage of coarse material. By actual measurement, the 

gold-saver was found to be treating a maximum of St tons, 

or 21*4 bank yards per hour which, on the basis of 80$ minus 

i mesh, would give a plant capacity of 71.3 cubic yards an 

hour. The capacity was further reduced by the removal of 

the f  mesh screens which allowed a ll material minus 1 inch 

to go to the gold-saver. Ho actual yardage per hour f i « -  

f urea are available as the making of the mechanical changes

enumerated, shortage of primary water and the damp muck have 

a ll been contributing factors to erratic operations. How

ever, surveys indicate that the plant has been averaging 

about 22 bank yard® per hour, including minor shut-downs.
The apron feeder, intermediate conveyor, trommel
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end stacker have never worked to capacity. The excavation 

and. hoisting departments night require a third ahift in order 

to furnish the Increased tonnage when the percentage of gravel
fines is lowered.

For smooth operation, tram lines should be so placed 

that the shovel could load at two or ©ore points so that the 

track could be extended without stopping the hoisting. This 

could not be done at the beginning because the track had to 

be laid on bedrock, 15 feet below tailings, about 45 feet 

below the rim of the gravel and, obviously, the track had 

to progress with the excavation work. As a result the shovel, 

during the first two months, did considerable casting, hand
ling of material twice, which is not conducive to low costs.

The operation of this plant, up to the present tisse, 

has been so interposed with unusual condltiono caused first, 

by the nature of the gravel first excavated; second, by 

mechanical changes made within the plant and lastly, by the 

shortage of primary water, that the practice and costs as 

described should not be construed necessarily as those to be 

expected in the future. The costs to be expected can only 

be estimated but they will be at figures much lower than 

those shown on the following pages.
This thesis has been on attempt to cover the con

struction and operation of the mechanical placer plant up to 

the present date, January 1# Since the practice has

not been perfected, it must necessarily be incomplete. In 

this connection, some problems Just appearing might be mentioned. 

A black sand carrying values is beginning: to appear in the
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flu®© i*i- i le a  which slight ©how? as.ii addition©!, p ro fit  i f  re

coverable by an undertow or some similar device. Large boul
ders are proving troublesome, soon a grizsly will be in- 

at oiled over the ore bin and provision made for their rejection.

COftCrgSIOfl
the merits of an honest gold mine during the na

tion’ s present dilMKaa need hardly be lauded, ks an industry, 
it consumes directly and indirectly practically every known 

product of other industries and in return produces gold 

bullion, a commodity acceptable any where in the world, a 

product with which no market is glutted. Gold mines are 

non-cosipetitive. the exceptional success of one or several 

since does not redos# the Increment of profit being mode 

by mines not 80 fsrtaa&is* 7h« industry employs men end 

pays honest ir^»m without pa as lug the b ill to the taxpayers 

of the present or future generations. In truth it is a 

short cut to recovery, devoid of many of the i l ls  found in 

other plane. It is said a gold mining boom follows every 

depression.

The treatment of placer deposits mechanically, 

may in truth, be called a new branch of mining. Mhy so many 

deposits, unadaptable to dredging, have remained virgin is 

a question for conjecture. Perhaps trained men and capi

talists up to the present time, have always been able to see 

larger profits elsewhere. In any event there ere many such 

deposits in the West* ©specially in Kevada, and the problem 

of extracting their values in meet instances is yet to be 

solved. Any step taken by an operator towards working these
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deposits Is, under present neoteric conditions, of value to 

all other actual and potential operators. I f  a certain phase 

of a practice is successful, it nay he adopted; i f  not, it 

®ay save another management fro® making a similar mistake, 

together with the Inevitable financial loss.

fo Nevada this plant Is a contribution to her ar
tific ia l resources, giving employment, paying taxes, and 

stimulating other industries. To the mining world it con

tributes valuable Information on the treatment of «m almost 

virgin type of gold deposit.
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M i s  i

Foundation

Block at end of trestle 

lent Block®

Or© Bin 

Hoist

Intermediate Conveyor 

trommel m& Riffle Site 

Tr&mnel and Derrick Pit 

Derrick

Vibrating Riffle  

Derrick finch 

dribstation
Circulating water Tank Bites 

Fesp

Gordon Shaft Bulk Head 

Plsoellancoue, Approximately 

total i-

JiXoavation Concrete
cu. n . Cu. Ft

696 405
384 395

3,030 1,215
60S 425

4,800 144
17,400
3 § 000 2,786

see 980

200
50 55
BB 160

9,400

40

200

, . . m HO

40,572 7,115
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xontal Members.

0 IE in. * 18 In. x 24 ft. 4 Stringers over Bln
1 Spare

CO 8 in. x 14 In. x 16 ft. 44 Stringers
6 Spare

11 10 in. x 10 in. x 24 ft.

IS 10 in. x 10 in. x 2Z ft.

12 10 in. x 10 in. x 20 ft.

10 10 In. x 10 In. x 18 ft.

7 10 in. x 10 in. x 16 ft.

28 10 in. x 10 in. x 14 ft.

8 10 in. x 10 in. x 12 ft.

4 Tost. #9 Bent
4 Foet, #10 Bent
Sills for #8, 9 & 10 Bents

4 Posts, #8 Bent 
2 Bin Sill®
Sills for #6 and 0  Bents 
7 Spare
2 Bin 3111s 
4 Bln Corner Posts
2 Bin Sills at top of Bin 
Sills for #4 and #8 Bents
3 Spare

2 #11 Bent over Ore Bin
4 Posts, t'7 Bent
Sills for #2 and iZ Bents 
2 Diagonal Braces over Bin

2 #3 Bent Posts
4 Posts, #6 Bent
Sill #1.
10 Caps
5 posts, **3 Bent 
4 Poets, #6 Bent 
9 Spare
4 Posts, #4 Bent 
1 Spare

17 8 in. x 10 in. x 22 ft. 16 Horizontal Bin Members,
1 spare.
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Pieces Size

zz e In. x 10 in. x 20 ft. 14 Or® Bin Mowbera, vertical 
Others aay be ripped, for 
vertical members.

12 8 In* x 10 in. x 20 ft. 11 Corbels, 1 Spare

All StMOMl Braolnx
6 2 In. x 10 in . x 28 ft. 2 m  Bent 

2 #9 Bent 
2 Spare

£ » In* x  10 in. x 24 ft. Z #7 Bent 
2 #10 Bent 
1 Spare

8 in. x 10 In. x 22 ft. 2 #6 Bent, 1 Spare

2 3 in. x 10 In, x 20 ft. 2 $f> Bent

4 8 in. x 10 in. x 18 ft. Z #2 Bent 
B #4 Bent

4 % In* x 10 In. x 16 ft. 2 #8 Bent, 2 Spare

100 8 in. x 12 in. x 18 ft. Bln lining and flooring

120 6 In. x 6 in. x 14 ft. flee

50 6 In. x 6 in . x 18 ft . Ties

4 10 In. x 12 in. x 18 ft. 1 Corbel over Bin
Z Spare

2 4 in. x 8 in. x 16 ft# 2 Spare

47.
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CAPITAL COSTS
Buildings am! Structures $3,238,69
lixee.VB.tlm Equipment 10,079»9«
trm  Lines and Trestle 4,478.96
Storage Bin 3,782.88
Hoisting Equipment 0,384.84
Feeder Equipment 2,552.21
Intermediate Belt Conveyor 4,169.52
Trommel 10,825.02
Overall.© Stocking Equipment 10,076.16

ColS-Saving Equipment 2,866.82

Tailings disposal ISquipment 2,460.72

Settling Reserveire 999,71

Mill Tailings Flume 1,502.20

Circulating Water Equipment 709.87

Circulating Water Piping 1,286.41

Circulating Water Equipment (8rt pump) 1,202,62

Circulating Water Piping ( 9 in. and 16 in.
pip©) 2,771.48

Water Supply Equipment 56.71

Water Supply Piping 1,948.18

water Supply Storage Tanks 1,062.44

Air lines 374.74

Substation Structures 706.61

Substation Equipment 1,129.56

Electric distribution 1,540.96

Miscellaneous Equipment 30.05

Engineering and Miscellaneous Capital Costs 6#682.21

Total:- $62,841.06
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lieeovered Value
Period Cubio,,Ygrd|| Value Per Yard

lovessber 1*15 908 $1,666.48 $1.8863
Koveesber 16-30 867 1,628.34 1.7659

December 1-16 1» 193 2,109.76 1.7699

December 17-31 3,788 4,476.97 1.2009
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£5 St Sat® for Sfoath of novmber. 19,?4,

Per Cubic
...yard.

Tarda Washed 1.775
ProduetIon Gold t $20,6? per fin© ounce 
Oporation and Maintenance $1,894.01

I xIPOjM
$1.0670
Qj.mo

lo im l Operating Profits- 
Deferred Maintenance and 

:-&traord inary Costs
$743.87 §0.4190

Actual Operating Profit:- 
General Administration San Pruneisee

$743.87
106.77

§0.4190
0.0601

let Profit:- 
Premium

$637.10
h m *$ i

$0.3589

Total .Profit:- $L22h.M §1.0884

Total Production 
Total Costs:

$3,186.82
1.256.91

$1.7965
0.7081

Total Profit:- $1,931.91 $1.0884

HGTHs- A similar sheet for the month of December has 
yet been prepared. However, the following la 
approximation:

not
an

Yards lashed 4.920
Total Production 
Operation and Maintenance

§6,586.75
2.027.56

§1.2386
Q.6757lifallvr, wi-1 ■ •TifrTrwm.

Operating Profit:- C2.759.19 $0.7631
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TABLE OF VARIABLE LENGTHS

B E N T H E IG H T P LU M B  POST B A T T E R  POST S IL L DIAG . B R A C IN G

1 1 -  o ft" USE S IL L AND CAP ONLY 1 4 '-0 0 " -

2 4 '-sA r' 2 ’ -  lo f t ' 3  -  r 1 5’ -  IT** 15 - 2 f

3 5 - i r V 3 '-  e ft 3 - a i " 15’ -  5 ' 15 '- 6 -ft

4 i o - M f a' - iisV 9 '- 3 |V i t -  e f t " 16 -  l i f t "

S i 2 ' - e f i f  -  ' I ' • I  -  «7 18 - 5 f* 2 0 -  7a

6 1 4 -  f t 12 -  e f 121- 1 A ' I9 ‘ - o f 2 1 ' - e f t '

7 i « -  a f t 16'- 10ft" I T -  4 f t ' 20  - e f t" 2  5 '- 4 "

8 2  2 - aft" 2 1'- r f i" 2  r -  e f 2 2 - a ft" 2 9  -  hr*

9 2  5’ - O f 2 3 '-  6" 2  4 -  ift" 2-3 "  < ' 3 l ’ - 3 i “
1 0 2 3 -  4 f t 21*- 9$* 2 2  -  4 f t " 2 2 - e f 2 2 '-  6 f t"

G R AD E 3 6 .5 6  PER CENT =  2 l ° - 0 6 ' - l 0 "

L I S T OF B O L T S

4 DRIFT PINS X 2 4"
4 " " f  X 1 8"
8 BOLTS fx 27'
12 - -f X 16"
32 X 22"
40 OGEE WASHERS -J-*
32 11 ft
32 CUT ft"

TRESTLE
for

MECHANICAL PLACER PLANT
NEVADA PORPHYRY GOLD MINES INC.

ROUND MOUNTAIN NEVADA

S C A LE S

£  & f  INCHES -  I FOOT

MARCH 1934 LMH

Plate No, 2
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2 1 *  A B O V E

4 * T H R E A D S  
C O N C R E T E

-------- r T  \  B A T T E R  I

ORE BIN FOUNDATION
FOR

MECHANICAL PLACER PLANT
N E V A D A  PO RPHYRY G O LD  M IN E S  IN C  

ROUND MOUNTAIN NEVADA

S C A L E  £  IN C H E S  -  I FO O T
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